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Edito
In April this year, the CEMES organized an exceptional international event supported by the CNRS and many institutional and industrial partners. The “Nanocar Race” gathered 6 teams of physicists and chemists originating from Japan, USA, Switzerland, Germany, Austria and
France (Toulouse) competing for 38h in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber at liquid helium
temperature to move their own specially designed molecular vehicle on a gold surface
track using the unique 4 probes scanning tunnelling microscope instrument of CEMES !
2017 was also a successful year for CEMES in many projects, including the European projects “MEMO” (H2020 FET-Open), “ADVENT” (H2020 EMPIR), “TNSI” (Interreg POCTEFA),
“Nanodesk” (Interreg SUDOE), “MuDiLingo” (H2020 ERC-STG – CEMES being partner) and
“E-RHIS” (European Research Infrastructure for Heritage Science) the CEMES joined as
new French partner.
CEMES members have also been awarded for their work this year including Christine Viala who received the CNRS Crystal award, Christophe Gatel the CNRS Bronze Medal, Marc
Legros the 2017 Constellium Prize awarded by the French Academy of Sciences and Peter
Wiecha, for his PhD, the prizes “Paul Sabatier” in Physics and “C’Nano 2017” for Fundamental Research.
2017 was also the year the emblematic building of the laboratory, “The Sphere”, received
the 20th Century Architectural Heritage label.
Beside articles reporting on these events, the 2017 issue of the CEMES Highlights magazine contains 11 short articles specially written to describe particularly important published scientific or technical advances made this year in our laboratory.
This list is far from being exhaustive, and a much more complete overview of our activities
can be found on our website www.cemes.fr, which details the research work of each of
the 7 research groups of the CEMES laboratory:
•

PPM: Physics of Plasticity and Metallurgy

•

M3: Multi-Scale and Multi-functional Materials

•

SINanO: Surfaces, Interfaces and NanoObjects

•

MEM: Materials and devices for Electronics and Magnetism

•

NeO: Nano-Optics and Nanomaterials for Optics

•

I3EM: In situ interferometry and instrumentation for electron microscopy

•

GNS: Group Nanosciences

We wish you an interesting reading in this 2017 issue of the CEMES Highlights

Etienne Snoeck, Alain Couret
CEMES director and deputy director
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En avril de cette année, le CEMES a organisé un événement international exceptionnel soutenu par le CNRS et de nombreux partenaires institutionnels et industriels. La ''Nanocar Race'' a rassemblé 6 équipes de physiciens et chimistes originaires du Japon, USA, Suisse, Allemagne,
Autriche et France (Toulouse) en compétition pendant 38h dans une enceinte à ultravide,
à la température de l’hélium liquide, pour déplacer leur propre véhicule moléculaire spécialement conçu pour cette course, sur une piste tracée sur une surface d’or en utilisant
le microscope à effet tunnel à 4 pointes du CEMES !
2017 a été une année fructueuse pour le CEMES dans de nombreux projets, notamment
les projets Européens ''MEMO'' (H2020 FET-Open), ''ADVENT'' (H2020 EMPIR), ''TNSI'' (Interreg POCTEFA), ''Nanodesk'' (Interreg SUDOE), ''MuDiLingo'' (H2020 ERC-STG - CEMES
étant partenaire) et ''E-RHIS'' (European Research Infrastructure for Heritage Science)
que le CEMES a intégré comme nouveau partenaire français.
Des membres du CEMES ont également été salués pour leurs travaux dont Mme Christine
Viala qui a reçu le cristal du CNRS, M. Christophe Gatel la médaille de bronze du CNRS, M.
Marc Legros le prix Constellium 2017 décerné par l’Académie des Sciences et Peter Wiecha, pour son travail de thèse, les prix Paul Sabatier de Physique et le C’Nano 2017 en
''Recherche Fondamentale''.
C’est aussi cette année que ''la Boule'', le bâtiment emblématique du laboratoire a reçu
le label de ''Patrimoine Architectural du XXe siècle''.
Ce recueil des ''Faits marquants 2017'' du CEMES rassemble ces événements et contient
une dizaine d’articles décrivant certains des nombreux résultats scientifiques ou techniques publiés cette année par notre laboratoire et dont plusieurs ont fait l’objet de
communiqués nationaux. Cette liste est loin d'être exhaustive et un aperçu plus complet
de nos activités se trouve sur notre site www.cemes.fr où sont détaillés les travaux de
recherche de chacun des 7 groupes de recherche du laboratoire:
•

PPM : Physique de la Plasticité et Métallurgie

•

M3 : Matériaux Multi-échelles et Multifonctionnels

•

SINanO: Surfaces, Interfaces et NanoObjets

•

MEM : Matériaux et dispositifs pour l'Electronique et le Magnétisme

•

NeO : Nano-optique et Nanomatériaux pour l'optique

•

I3EM : Interférométrie et Instrumentation In situ en Microscopie Electronique

•

GNS : Groupe Nanosciences

Nous vous souhaitons une bonne lecture de ces ''Faits Marquants 2017'' du CEMES

Etienne Snoeck, Alain Couret
Directeur et directeur adjoint du CEMES

© CEMES - Highlights - 2017
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smart light modulators
The
of the scarab beetle

Chrysina gloriosa

Multiwavelength micromirrors in the cuticle of scarab
beetle Chrysina Gloriosa
G. Agez, C. Bayon and M. Mitov

Acta Biomaterialia, 48, pp. 357–367 (2017)



A story of advanced mirrors.— (a) Chrysina gloriosa beetle. (b) Interface
between green and silver stripes (reflection mode, bright field, unpolarized
light). (c) Magnified view of polygons in a green stripe. The carapace of scarab beetle includes two kinds of mirrors: a mosaic of wavelength-sensitive
micromirrors in the green stripes and a flat broadband metallic mirror in the
silver stripes.



Scanning electron microscopy images of
cross-sections in (a) green and (b) silver stripes.
In a green stripe and below each polygon the fingerprint texture presents concave nested lines. In
contrast, the lines are regularly parallel in a silver stripe. The distance between two lines of
equal contrast is related to the helicoidal pitch of
the twisted structure, while the helicoidal axis is
perpendicular to the lines.

Many insects own a tessellated
carapace with bumps, pits or indentations. Little is known on the physical properties of these geometric
variations, and biological functions
are unknown or still debated. Beetles from the genus Chrysina show
vivid reflections from bright green
to metallic silver-gold as a consequence of
the cholesteric liquid
crystal organization of chitin molecules. Particularly, the carapace of
Chrysina gloriosa exhibits green and
silver stripes.

Mapping of reflected intensity at the focus plane of polygons for
different wavelength ranges related to three critical patterns:
donut, spot and continuum background. A spectrometer equipped with a confocal microscope is used.



By combining confocal microscopy and spectrophotometry,
scanning electron microscopy and (FDTD) numerical simulations, the relationship between the reflectance and the
structural parameters for both stripes at the micro- and
nanoscales is established. Over the visible and near IR
spectra, polygonal cells in tessellated green stripes behave
as multiwavelength selective micro-mirrors and the silver
stripes as specular broadband mirrors. With its green
stripes, Chrysina gloriosa simultaneously realizes the selective reflection of multiple wavelength ranges at normal incidence and the generation
of diffusive reflections at a wide angular range. These seemingly conflicting requirements are fulfilled by combining, on a curved surface, appropriate regions of regularity
and irregularity at different length scales. Conspecifics or intra-species communication,
thermoregulation or camouflage against predators are discussed as advanced functions.
As a prerequisite to bio-inspired artificial replicas, the physical characteristics of the
polygonal texture in Chrysina gloriosa carapace are compared to their equivalents in
synthetic cholesteric oligomers and their fundamental differences are ascertained,
contrary to expectation and assumption in the literature. The present results may
provide inspiration for fabricating spatial wavelength-specific light modulators and
optical packet switching in routing technologies.
C o n t a c t

Dr. Michel Mitov
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or graphitic:
Turbostratic
that is the question
Determining the structure of graphene-based
flakes from their morphotype

M. Monthioux, L. Noé, M. Kobylko, Y. Wang, M. Cazarès-Huerta, A. Pénicaud

Carbon 115 (2017) 128-133

The study carried-out at CEMES has
demonstrated that the crystal structure of graphenic particles can be
identified by merely characterising
their morphology at macro-scale,
hence without needing to use other
methods usually dedicated to crystal structure identification such as
high resolution electron imaging or
electron/X-ray diffraction.



Graphenic particles are currently studied worldwide because they are likely to be useful for
a large panel of applications. They can be
synthesised by a variety of methods, and are
rarely made of a single graphene but by several graphenes piling up instead, whole number
and structural quality largely depend on the
synthesis method. When subjected to flexural
mechanical stresses, for instance during handling or transfer (in solution, or aerosol,…)
graphenic particles respond differently, although the graphenes involved may be similar
regarding their number and quality. One behaviour resembles that of a sheet of paper
being folded (as in Figure a), another resembles that of a sheet of paper being crumpled (as in Figure b).

Researchers from two CNRS laboratories (CEMES in Toulouse, and CRPP
in Bordeaux) have shown that this
distinctive behaviour is only governed by the way graphenes superimpose in the particles, i.e., not by the presence of defects.
Indeed, a graphene is built from carbon atoms displayed according to a hexagonal network, thereby constituting a periodic lattice. Depending on the history (synthesis procedure,
post-treatments) which has resulted in the formation of the
graphenic particles, the constituting graphenes can pile up in
a manner that their respective lattices are coincidentally
oriented: this is the case in genuine graphite, in which graphene stacking type and crystallographic structure are therefore
both designated as “graphitic”. But graphenes can also pile up
randomly, i.e. according to a rotational disorder which makes
that the respective lattices are no longer coincidental: the
resulting stacking sequence is said “turbostratic”. In the former case (graphitic), the ordered stacking sequence generates
preferred bending directions corresponding to specific crystallographic direction, whereas, in the latter case (turbostratic),
the random stacking sequence cannot do so.

Thanks to this relationship, it is now possible to predict which
graphenic particle exhibit either a graphitic structure (case of Figure a) or a turbostratic structure (case of Figure b) by merely considering the overall morphology of
graphene particles at micro-scale, without having to use any other methods specifically dedicated to structure identification such as high resolution electron imaging or
electron/X-ray diffraction.

C o n t a c t

Dr. Marc Monthioux M

Marc.Monthioux@cemes.fr
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of magnetic
Control
properties of Co MnSi
2

Heusleralloys by ion
irradiation

First-principles calculation of the effects of partial alloy disorder on
the static and dynamic magnetic properties of Co2MnS
B. Pradines, R. Arras, I. Abdallah, N. Biziere, and L. Calmels

Physical Review B. 95, 094425, 2017
Evolution of magnetic properties and damping coefficient of Co2MnSi
Heusler alloy with Mn/Si and Co/Mn atomic disorder

I. Abdallah, B. Pradines, N. Ratel-Ramond, G. BenAssayag, R. Arras, L.
Calmels, J.F. Bobo, E. Snoeck and N. Biziere

Journal of physics D, 50, 035003, 2017
Structural and magnetic properties of He+ irradiated Co2MnSi
Heusler alloys

I. Abdallah, N. Ratel-Ramond, CMagen, B. Pecassou, R. Cours, A.Arnoult, M.
Respaud, J.F Bobo, G. BenAssayag, E. Snoeck and N. Biziere

Material Research Express 3, 046101, 2016

A CEMES research team recently demonstrated for the first time the evolution of the
magnetic properties of the Heusler Co2MnSi alloy as a function of the type and amount
of atomic disorder. For this, a multi-scale magnetic and structural analysis was carried
out on samples whose atomic structure was modified by ion irradiation and then compared to calculations of the electronic structure and relaxation coefficient as a function
of the disorder type.
In the L21 crystal order, it is predicted that the
Co2MnSi Heusler alloy has a spin polarization
of 100%, with a high magnetization of the order of 1.3 T, which must induce a very low
dynamic relaxation coefficient α. Moreover, its
high Curie temperature around 900K leads to a
great stability of its magnetic properties at
ambient temperature. It is therefore one of the
most promising materials for spintronics applications, in particular for spin-transfer memories which require both high spin polarization
and low α.



(left) STEM-HAADF (top) image of the reference Co2MnSi sample
and STEM intensity (bottom) in the L21 and B2 regions of the
sample. (Middle) Ferromagnetic absorption spectra at 19 GHz
as a function of the He+ ion fluence. (right) SPRKKR calculation of damping coefficient as a function of disorder rate.

In this study, CEMES researchers used He+
light ion irradiation to modify the atomic
structure of an ultrathin Co2MnSi film. To determine the different type of disorder and
their rate, they performed macroscopic X-ray
diffraction under normal and anomalous conditions, as well as a quantitative analysis of the
atomic structure by electron microscopy in
STEM-HAADF mode (Figure left). From a reference material with a majority (75%) L21 order
and a minority (25%) B2 order, they showed
that ion irradiation favors on the one hand the
disorder between the Mn-Si sites, thus increasing the B2 phase, and on the other hand induces random exchanges between Co and Mn
atoms and therefore a D03 disorder type in the
initial L21 matrix.

The magnetic properties of the alloy as a function of the fluence have been studied by ferromagnetic resonance. The observed general
tendency of an increased α with disorder is
recovered in the calculated phase diagram. In
the case of D03 disorder type, the decrease of
the magnetization and the increase of α are
more important experimentally than by calculations. Thus, the disorder between the Mn and Si sites does not modify the intrinsic
properties of the material contrary to the one between Co and Mn sites which destroys
the magnetic properties.
C o n t a c t s

Dr. Nicolas Bizière M Nicolas.Biziere@cemes.fr
Dr. Gérard BenAssayag M Gerard.Benassayag@cemes.fr
Prof. Lionel Calmels M Lionel.Calmels@cemes.fr
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properties of the
Physical
Co(0001)/MoS interface
2

for spin injection in a
single MoS2 layer

Electronic structure of the Co(0001)/MoS2 interface and its possible use
for electrical spin injection in a single MoS2 layer
T. Garandel, R. Arras, X. Marie, P. Renucci, and L. Calmels

Physical Review B 95, 075402 (2017)

Researchers from the CEMES and from the LPCNO have calculated the electronic and
magnetic structure of the Co/MoS 2 interface, using first principles methods based on
the density functional theory. A perfect knowledge of the atomic structure and physical properties of this interface is necessary to perform high quality metallic contacts
between a ferromagnetic electrode and a single MoS2 layer. It allows designing new
spintronic devices, based on spin injection in the two-dimensional semiconductor MoS2.
Single layer MoS2 is a two-dimensional semiconductor with a direct
optical bandgap the visible range.
Inversion symmetry breaking and
spin-orbit coupling result in a very
peculiar band structure, with two
families of non-equivalent valleys
(K and K’). With such interesting
characteristics, MoS2 single layer is
a perfect candidate for designing
original spintronic devices, based
on the manipulation of the spin
and valley degrees of freedom
which are intimately coupled in
this material. This first requires
being able to inject a spin-polarized current in a single MoS2 sheet.
(a) : Atomic structure of the supercell used to study the Co/MoS2 interface (b)
The possibility of this injection de: Majority spin electron band structure (red circles indicate the contribution
pends on the atomic, electronic and
of the MoS2 layer) ; the bleue arrow shows the bottom of the MoS2 conduction
magnetic structures of the interband. (c) : Majority spin charge transfers induced by chemical bonding at the
face between a ferromagnetic elecCo/MoS2 interface (red and green colors respectively correspond areas with
trode and MoS2. In this context, we
an increase and a decrease of the electron density).
used first principles methods to
calculated the atomic structure of
the interface between a single MoS2
layer (4x4-supercell) and the (0001)
surface of hexagonal compact cobalt (5x5 supercell). The lowest
energy interface atomic structure
involves S atoms covalently bound
to 1, 2 or 3 Co atoms. We calculated
the band structure of this interface
for majority and minority spin electrons. The conduction and valence bands of the
isolated MoS2 layer can be clearly identified on both sides of the Fermi level, together
with new bands with energies inside the bandgap of MoS2. These interface bands are
the consequence of the chemical bonds between Co and S atoms at the interface; they
cross the Fermi level, giving to MoS2 a metallic character, with a finite spin-polarization
at the Fermi energy. We estimated that the height of the Schottky barrier between this
metallic phase of MoS2 and a free MoS2 semiconducting channel far from the metallic
contact is of 0.32 eV



C o n t a c t

Prof. Lionel Calmels

M

Lionel.Calmels@cemes.fr
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the history of Earth
From
to quantum mechanics
Importance of a fully anharmonic treatment of equilibrium
isotope fractionation properties of dissolved
ionic species as evidenced by Li+(aq)
R. Dupuis, M. Benoit, M.E. Tuckerman and M. Méheut

Accounts of Chemical Research, 23 juin 2017
cNRS-INSU and CNRS-INP News

case of liquids remains problematic.

Most of the geological processes shaping the Earth lead to isotopic enrichments that are peculiar to them, and
which in a way constitute their signature. When these enrichment mechanisms are well understood, the measurement of isotopic rock compositions can
then be used to reconstruct past climates, understand the internal dynamics of the Earth or the formation of the
Solar System. The theoretical prediction
of these processes of enrichment is essential for their understanding, but comes up against both their quantum and
dynamic nature. For solids and gases, a
simplified approach is sufficient, but the

For the first time, a theoretical study shows that to understand and predict the behavior of isotopes in complex systems containing a liquid phase, a more precise approach
is necessary and possible. This result, obtained by GET and CEMES researchers, has
major implications for understanding the evolution of our planet, because isotopic
processes are quantitative markers of a large number of processes (erosion, alteration,
geosphere interactions -biosphere).
This work was published in Accounts of Chemical Research, June 23, 2017.

C o n t a c t

Dr. Magali Benoit
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Liquid crystals for life
Cholesteric liquid crystals in living matter
Michel Mitov

Soft Matter (2017), 13, 4176-4209

Liquid crystals play an important role in
biology because the combination of order
and mobility is a basic requirement for
self-organization and structure formation
in living systems.
In animal and plant kingdoms, the cholesteric liquid crystal structure is a recurring
design, suggesting a convergent evolution
to an optimized left-handed helix. In this
paper, the advances and open questions in
the cholesteric organization of DNA, chromatin, chitin, collagen, cellulose, viruses,
silk fibroin and cholesterol esters in atherosclerosis are reviewed for the first time.



The twisted cholesteric liquid crystal
structure is found in different organisms
or tissues and at different length scales:
Scarab beetle Plusiotis resplendens, crab
Carcinus maenas, fern Diplazium tomentosum, fruits Pollia condensata, osteons in
compact bone, fingerprint texture in a
DNA solution.

Cholesteric structures can be found in bacteriophages, archaea,
eukaryotes, bacteria nucleoids, chromosomes of unicellular algae,
sperm nuclei of many vertebrates, cuticles of crustaceans and
insects, bone, cornea, fish scales and scutes, cuttlebone and squid
pen, plant cell wall, virus suspensions, silk produced by spiders
and silkworms, and arterial wall lesions.
This article specifically aims at describing the consequences of the
cholesteric geometry in living matter, which are far from being
fully defined and understood, and discusses various perspectives.
The roles and functions of biological cholesterics include maximisation of packing efficiency, morphogenesis, mechanical stability,
optical information, radiation protection and evolution pressure.

The following questions were taken into consideration
while analysing the recent advances:
%In
% which living organisms are they found?
%At
% what scale does the cholesteric organisation occur?
%What
%
kinds of cases are found in the literature
over last 10 years?
%What
%
are the current trends in the field?
Which are the least investigated topics?
%Does
%
the cholesteric organisation differ from one organism
to another and from animals to plants?
%What
%
are the accepted or debatable biological functions?
%To
% what extent biological cholesteric structures
may inspire artificial structures and for which applications?
%Can
%
fresh research directions be suggested and future
directions be speculated?

C o n t a c t

Dr. Michel Mitov

M

Michel.Mitov@cemes.fr
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of an ultrafast
Development
electron source based on
a cold-field emission gun
for ultrafast coherent TEM
Development of an ultrafast electron source based on a
cold-field emission gun for ultrafast coherent TEM
G.-M. Caruso, F. Houdellier, P. Abeilhou, and A. Arbouet

Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 023101 (2017)
cHighlight in CNRS-INP News

Researchers at CEMES-CNRS in Toulouse have developed a new ultrafast electron
source based on a cold-field emission gun for applications in time-resolved electron
microscopy and interferometry.
In Transmission Electron Microscopy, cold field emission electron sources are the first
choice for the most demanding applications. They consist in a metallic nanotip placed
in an electric field which is strong enough to allow the emission of electrons by quantum-mechanical tunneling. Since the emission of electrons is confined to the apex of
the metal tip, these sources have the highest brightness and spatial coherence of
all available electron sources. They are
therefore ideally suited for instance for the
quantitative investigation of electric,
magnetic or strain fields in nanostructures
using electron interferometry or holography.
During the last ten years, significant efforts
have been made to combine the atomic
spatial resolution of transmission electron
microscopes with the femtosecond temporal
resolution of ultra-short laser sources.
These developments have allowed important advances in the exploration of the
properties of nano-objects with excellent
spatio-temporal resolution. However, almost all of this work is based on the use of
electron packets emitted by flat photocathodes illuminated by femtosecond laser
pulses. The poor brightness of these
sources limits their range of application.
Researchers at CEMES-CNRS have designed
and developed a new ultrafast electron
source combining a cold-field emission gun with a femtosecond laser. This new source
of ultra-short electron packets will exceed the limits of photocathodes and paves the
way towards demanding applications such as time-resolved electronic interferometry.

C o n t a c t s

Dr. Arnaud Arbouet M Arnaud.Arbouet@cemes.fr
Dr. Florent Houdellier M Florent.Houdellier@cemes.fr
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transition in
Magnetic
temperature:

inhomogeneities revealed
by electron holography
at the nanometer scale
Inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the magnetic transition
in an iron-rhodium thin film
C. Gatel, B. Warot-Fonrose, N. Biziere, L.-A. Rodriguez, D. Reyes,
R. Cours, M. Castiella, M.-J. Casanove

Nature Communications (2017), doi:10.1038/ncomms15703.
In depth spatially inhomogeneous phase transition
in epitaxial MnAs film on GaAs(001)
C. Gatel, X. Fu, V. Serin, M. Eddrief, V. Etgens and B. Warot-Fonrose

Nano Letters 17, pp 2460-2466 (2017)
cHighlight in CNRS-INP News

FeRh and MnAs alloys present a magnetic transition as a
function of temperature. The mechanisms of this transition were mainly studied with surface investigation techniques without visualization of the magnetic reorganization in volume. For the first time, the use of in situ
electronic holography on thin films demonstrates the
effects of discontinuities and defects on the magnetic
transition at the nanometer scale.



Magnetic phase shift maps obtained at various temperatures of a 180nm-thick MnAs layer epitaxially grown
on a GasAs substrate. The graph shows the local evolution of the magnetization measured by electron holography as a function of temperature



(a) Variation de l’aimantation en fonction de la température et de la position dans la couche de FeRh ; (b)
Image de la couche de FeRh élaborée sur substrat MgO
; (c) Profil de la température de transition (en noir) et
de la variation de température pour obtenir la transition complète de la couche (en rouge) en fonction de la
position de celle-ci par rapport au substrat.

The control of a magnetic state by thermal or electrical
activation is essential for the development of new
magnetic devices, for example for magnetic recording.
Compounds such as FeRh or MnAs, which undergoes a
magnetic transition from a ferromagnetic state to a state
of zero magnetization (antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic) close to room temperature are expected for such
applications. However, the mechanisms involved in the
transition are still under debate as only surface techniques in previous studies have been carried on, while
the transition is a three dimensional phenomenon.
In this study, in situ heating / cooling electron holography is used to quantitatively map the magnetization of
FeRh and MnAs thin films from the cross-section view
through the magnetic transition at the nanoscale. We
demonstrate the possibility of measuring very locally a
magnetization vs temperature loop. This approach reveals for both alloys an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the transition temperature. These results show
the effects of the surface and the interface with the
substrate. For FeRh alloy, we evidenced an unexpected
transition mechanism with first the appearance of a periodic spacing of nucleated ferromagnetic domains followed by a spatial extension during transition monitoring.
For MnAs thin films, we demonstrate the appearance of
the types of ferromagnetic domains during the transition
with different magnetic anisotropy and spatial extension.
Such ferromagnetic domains play an important role in the
stabilization of the magnetic walls.

Beyond these results on the fundamental transition mechanisms, our work brings a new
illustration of the development of experiments of electronic holography under solicitation, here by the control of the temperature. The study under an electric field would
also provide information on the magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic compounds.

C o n t a c t s

Dr. Christophe Gatel M Christophe.Gatel@cemes.fr
Dr. Bénédicte Warot M Benedicte.Warot@cemes.fr
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nano-islands on the AlN(0001)
Au
insulating substrate:
an ideal system for charge
injection in nano-objects
Stabilization of Au Monatomic-High Islands
on the (2×2) - Nad Reconstructed Surface of Wurtzite AlN(0001)

B. Eydoux, B. Baris, H. Khoussa, O. Guillermet, S. Gauthier, X. Bouju, and D. Martrou

Phys. Rev. Applied 8, 044002 (2017)

Depositing gold on the insulating AlN(0001) surface results in the formation of metallic
islands with a thickness of one atomic layer and lateral dimensions in the 100nm range.
This structure is quite unusual for a metal-on-insulator system. High-resolution NC AFM
images coupled to DFT calculations show that some Au atoms react on specific sites of
the surface. These islands are good candidates to be used as nano-electrodes to
contact a single nano-object such as a molecule.
A key step to electrically connect a single
molecule in a planar geometry is to engineer metallic nano-pads on an insulating
substrate. These pads should be thin
enough (a few monolayers at most) to allow the observation of the connected object by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). But
most metals grow on the usual insulating
substrates (SiO2, MgO, KBr…) as tridimensional clusters. We chose to use the widegap semiconductor AlN (6.2 eV gap), whose
surfaces are reactive, potentially favouring
2D growth of metals. Mastering the growth
of AlN films by Molecular Beam Epitaxy allows us to control its surface at the atomic
(left) NC AFM image of Au nano-islands on AlN(0001) ; (middle) Atoscale: The surface is (2x2) reconstructed,
mic resolution NC AFM image obtained at low temperature (5K)
with one additional N atom per unit cell [1].
showing the moiré pattern formed by the Au monolayer; (right) SuDepositing gold on this surface at 500°C
perposition of the model calculated by DFT (yellow : Au atom , vioresults in the formation of large (a few 100
let : Al atom, grey : N atom) on the experimental NC-AFM image.
nm) monoatomic high nano-islands as
shown in the non-contact AFM image on the
left of the figure. A moiré pattern appears in
the atomic resolution middle image, obtained at low temperature (5K). The analysis
of this pattern led to the construction of a
few atomic models that were tested by DFT
calculations. This study shows that some of
the Au atoms of the monolayer establish chemical bonds with the additional N atoms,
which behave as electron acceptors, and with the Al atoms in sp2 configuration, which
behave as electron donors. Moreover, the analysis of the atomic charges in this structure evidences an electron transfer from the AlN surface to the Au monolayer (-0,11
|e|/Au) as well as a lateral transfer in the unit cell. The combination of these three
mechanisms is at the origin of the stabilisation of the Au monolayer on AlN(0001). Finally, the DFT-optimized atomic structure displays a distorted hexagonal structure that
fits well with the experimental observation, as seen in the image on the right. Future
experiments aim to connect a single molecule to these gold nano electrodes and to
observe a charge transfer to the molecule.



C o n t a c t
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microscopy by
Electron
specimen design: application
to strain measurements

Electron microscopy by specimen design: application to strain measurements
N. Cherkashin, T. Denneulin, M. J. Hÿtch

Scientific Reports 7, 12394 (2017)



Mechanical properties and microstructure of the Ti-Al48-W2-B0,08 alloy
densified by SPS. (a) Creep curve at 700°C/300MPa, showing a creep life
exceeding 4000 h. The minimum creep rate corresponding to the slope of
the curve is of 3.7 10-9 s-1. (b) Microstructure of the alloy observed by
scanning electron microscopy. Note the presence of borders at the periphery of the lamellar grains.

A bewildering number of techniques
have been developed for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), involving the use of ever more complex
combinations
of
lens
configurations, apertures and detector geometries. In parallel, the developments in the field of ion beam
instruments have modernized sample
preparation and enabled the preparation of various types of materials.
However, the desired final specimen
geometry is always almost the same:
a thin foil of uniform thickness. Most
of the ingenuity and effort has been
applied for the development of microscopy and imaging techniques. We
explored changing this paradigm. The
idea was to prepare the specimen in
such a way as the electron microscopy itself becomes almost trivial and
leads directly to the measurement
we wish to perform. The specimen
becomes the technique.

For this, we proposed a preparation method of “double lamella” samples that allow the
formation of controlled moiré patterns for general monocrystalline structures in
cross-section. The principal technique is based on tripod specimen preparation. A
cross-sectional lamella is prepared in the desired zone axis and carefully cut into two
pieces that are put one upon the other. The upper lamella is displaced laterally until
the substrate is superposed with the region of interest and rotated. The art relies in
precisely controlling the parallelism of the two adjacent surfaces during superimposition and the in-plane rotation angle that determines the spatial resolution of the
technique. The double lamella sample is thinned mechanically then by Ar ions until
reaching a thickness transparent for electrons. Finally, we developed moiré image
analysis algorithms using an absolute correction of projection lens distortions of a TEM
that allows strain measurements and mapping with a nanometer resolution and 10-4
precision. We have developed also a site-specific method of preparation by FIB which
allows a study of devices and localized structures. We anticipate that the principle of
specimen design can be extended to other types of measurement and to other types
of epitaxial samples such as ferroelectric oxides, metals and ceramics.

C o n t a c t
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CNRS Event

 The first nanocar race
After 25 years of STM experiments probing the mechanical and electronic
properties of single molecule(s), it was important to create a further boost
for realizing working machineries with a minimum number of atoms, delivering also a vision on the possibility to build and/or deconstruct nanomaterials and miniature machines atom by atom. In CEMES, we have organized
the 1st International nanocar race, a competition involving several molecular “vehicles” individually driven at the same time and on the same surface
by different “pilots” using scanning tunnelling microscopes (STMs) [1].
With about 100 atoms and a lateral
size of about 1 nm, a nanocar has a
molecular chassis equipped with
some spacer chemical groups to
hold it a few angstroms away from
the supporting surface [1] and an
on-board “motor” [1,2]. For the competition, the propulsion
mechanism can be either exclusively inelastic [3] or a current-induced structural change [1,4] and also dipolar. For this
first edition, the number of atoms per nanocar and the propulsion mechanisms were flexible. In a similar way, for the first
ever automobile race, held in July 1894 between Paris and
Rouen, the weight and engines of the automobiles were quite
diverse, and pulling the vehicle with horses was forbidden.
The nanocar race was hosted at CEMES-CNRS during 2 days and
one night in April 2017 with six teams from all over the world
on the starting line. Four teams drove their nanocars on the
new and unique CEMES four-tip STM microscope [5] and shared
the same gold surface. The other two used remotely-controlled
from Toulouse single tip STM in their own lab. The metal surfaces hosting the driving tracks were held in ultrahigh vacuum
and at a temperature of 4.3 K. Each track was supposed to be
100 nm long and contained at least two atomic scale turns. At
11:00 am on the 28th of April 2017, the departure flag was
raised in the CEMES control room. At 5:00 pm the following day
and after two days and one night of intense efforts, the first
ever international nanocar race ended. It was broadcasted live
worldwide with the possibility for the public to have their
questions answered in real time.

Team

Rice-Graz

Basel

Ohio

Dresden

Toulouse

Tsukuba

Leader(s)

L. Grill
J. Tour

R. Pawlack

S. Hla,
E. Masson

F. Moresco

G. Rapenne

W. Nakahishi

Surface

Ag(111)

Au(111)

Au(111)

Au(111)

Au(111)

Au(111)

Propulsion mechanism

Dipolar
+ inelastic

Inelastic

Dipolar
+ inelastic

Inelastic

Inelastic

Inelastic

Driving distance

1 000 nm
in 29 hours

133 nm
in 6 hours

43 nm
in 29 hours

11 nm
(first hour)

25 nm by pulling
(not allowed)

–

–

–

Molecule
stuck on a defect

Molecule jumps
on the tip

Accidents

(Molecule destroyed)

C o n t a c t s
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1 nm
(first hour)

Motor blocked

The final ranking
Two teams were ranked equal first: Rice–Graz and Basel. Rice–Graz successfully drove over much
more than 100 nm with a very long 1 µm run in exactly 29 hours on their silver surface, setting
up a new kind of world record for the nanoscale. Basel drove for 133 nm on the shared gold
surface in CEMES, crossing the finishing line in 6.5 hours. Ohio was declared third and Dresden
fourth. Tsukuba was not ranked but was awarded the ‘fair play’ prize and the Toulouse team
was also not ranked as they have to push their nanocar because its 4 wheels adhered too
strongly to the gold surface (pushing was against the nanocar race rules). Toulouse-CEMES
received a special mention for the stunning STM images of their nanocar recorded during the race.

on how to
Lessons
design better nanocars
The beauty of the synthesis of a large molecule with a chassis, molecular
wheels and a mechanical molecular motor is unquestionable. At the same time,
the good performance of molecules with fewer than 100 atoms during the race,
such as the Basel nanocar (42 atoms), should be analysed to get a clearer
understanding on how a single molecule can be driven step-by-step on a
surface. Furthermore and during the competition, each molecule supported
hundreds of very local electrical excitations without suffering major damage. The chemical structure of moFor Basel, Dresden and Tsukuba molecule-vehicles, the propelling motor is not
apparent. Intramolecular quantum effects involving very specific ground and
low lying reduced and oxidized electronic states must be harnessed to be able
to pilot a single molecule on a surface for a long distance. The success of the
smaller molecule-vehicle requires a detailed analysis to understand the role
of inelastic tunnelling in their propulsion and to identify in detail the electronic states involved. Quantum chemists will be the designers of the next generations of molecule-cars, in close collaboration with molecular chemists.

lecule-car from the Toulouse
team engaged in the first International nanocar race superimposed on the LT-UHVSTM image recorded on the
gold surface portion reserved
for the Toulouse team during
the competition. This image
was recorded on the scanner 3
of the Toulouse four LT-UHVSTM before the molecule-car
jump of the STM tip apex
(Black to white: 0.4 nm recorded at 10 pA, 0.5 V)

Our 1st international nanocar race was broadcasted live and attracted more
than 100.000 viewers at peak times. It was a true scientific experiment offered
free to anyone interested. We now have the instrumentation and first
knowledge on how to control a single molecule on a surface for a very long
period of time, making it perform a pre-determined movement. It is still a sort
of wire-guided control, with the tip of each STM only about a nanometre away from the surface.
This will certainly be surpassed in the future, when the functioning of individual molecular
machines will be controlled in less constrained environments, such as in liquid or on the surface
of a cell. In the meantime, we anticipate improvements in the design of nanocars, and look
forward to evaluate their performance in the 2nd edition of the international nanocar race.



The nanocar race control room at Pico-Lab CEMES during the April, 28th of April 2017 during the night. The six teams
are present each with their 2 control screens. Left side: R. Tumbleson from Ohio (front), R. Pawlack and T. Meier from
Basel (middle) and W.H. Soe and M. Kolmer from Tsukuba (back) teams. Right side: C. Durand and S. Gauthier from Toulouse (front), F. Eisenhut and J. Krüger from Dresden (middle), G. Simpson, L. Grill and P. Petermeier from Gratz-Rice
(back) teams.
R e f e r e n c e s
[1]:
[2]:
[3]:
[4]:
[5]:

C. Joachim, G. Rapenne, ACS Nano, 7, 11-14 (2013).
J.F. Morin , Y. Shirai, J. M. Tour, Org. Lett., 8, 1713–1716 (2006).
A. Nickel, R. Ohmann, J. Meyer, M. Grisolia, C. Joachim, F. Moresco, G. Cuniberti, ACS Nano, 7, 191-197 (2013).
T. Kudernac, N. Ruangsupapichat, M. Parschau, B. Maci., N. Katsonis, S.R. Harutyunyan, K.-H. Ernst, B.L. Feringa, Nature, 479, 208−211 (2011).
J. Yang, D. Sordes, M. Kolmer, D. Martrou and C. Joachim, Eur. Phys. J. Appl. Phys, 73, 10702-10717 (2016).
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Successful European projects:

MEMO: Mechanics with molecule(s)
European Project H2020 FET OPENOctober 2017 to September 2021
MEMO will construct and test true single molecule-machinery controlling the rotation and the
work delivered by a molecule, one at a time. MEMO will bring together different science and
technology disciplines to determine the motive power necessary to rotate the rotor of a single
molecule-motor, to transmit its rotation to another molecule and to reach step by step mesoscale
solid state gears for also constructing a mechanical calculator (Pascaline) at the atomic scale.
MEMO is coordinated by TU-Dresden and is regrouping the Technische Universität Dresden
(TU-Dresden) in Germany, the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in France with
the CEMES and the C2N, the Agencia estatal consejo superior de investigaciones cientificas (CSIC)
in Spain, the University of Graz in Austria, the Université de Liège in Belgium and the University
of Manchester in UK.
C o n t a c t
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“Metrology for advanced energyADVENT
saving technology in next-generation
electronics applications”

European Project H2020 EMPIR: European Metrology
Programme for Innovation and ResearchSeptember 2017 to August 2020
The roll-out of 5th generation (5G) telecommunications across Europe by 2020, and the emergence
of the Internet of Things (IoT) with 50 billion connected devices, will significantly increase energy
demand due to the continuous power consumption of the electronic devices needed to deliver
these technologies. ADVENT will provide traceable measurements of power, power losses and
emerging electronic materials properties, to aid the development of new materials and more efficient electronic components. The results will enable European industries to optimise devices and
systems designed for 5G and IoT applications requiring ultra-low power, more energy efficient
operation.
ADVENT is coordinated by Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE) with partners:
European Metrology Laboratories (Germany, UK, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Norway), PME
(Electrosciences, UK) and Laboratories in France (CEMES-CNRS, UPEM, IEMN), UK (U Liverpool, U
Surrey) and Spain (UPC).
C o n t a c t
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“Trans Pyrenean Node
 TNSI:
for Scientific Instrumentation”
European Project Interreg POCTEFAFeb. 2018 to Jan. 2021
The project TNSI creates a Technological Node focused on cooperation between SMEs and Research Centers in Nanotechnologies, Advanced Materials and Advanced Manufacturing, which are
part of Key Enabling Technologies (KET).
Three key activities are developed:
1) Pre-competitive research: SMEs and Centers collaborate in the study of key technologies, exploring both their technical and economic potential
2) Fundamental research: Products developed by SMEs are integrated into research projects, to
identify improvements that allow new markets to be addressed.
3) Training: A two-way program between SME staff and young researchers improves their training and facilitate academic / business transition.
TNSI is coordinated by BIHURCRYSTAL and is regrouping 5 labs, 3 SME, 1 university and 1 large
facility. In Spain, the Institute of Material Sciences of Barcelona (ICMAB, CSIC), the Institute of
Material Sciences of Aragon (ICMA, CSIC), the Centre of Material Physics (CFM, CSIC), the Catalan
Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), the University of Zaragoza (UNIZAR), the
synchrotron ALBA, BIHURCRYSTAL (SME) et GraPhene NanoTech (GPNT, SME). In France, the CEMES
(CNRS) and ISP-SYSTEM (SME).
C o n t a c t
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“Trans Pyrenean Node
NanoDESK:
for Scientific Instrumentation”
European Project Interreg SUDOEFeb. 2017 to May. 2019
NanoDESK aims at strengthening the European plastic sector by developing innovative web tools
to promote the application of nanotechnology and safe use of nanomaterials.
The project is being conducted by a consortium of seven partners, including the Packaging, Transport and Logistics Research Center (ITENE, Valencia), the international Iberian nanotechnology
laboratory (INL, Braga), the CEMES-CNRS (Toulouse), the ProtoQSAR company (Valencia), the
Rovira i Virgili University (URV, Tarragona), the Valencian institute of safety and health (INVASSAT)
and the University of Porto (FCUP).
The CEMES is responsible for checking and specifying the physico-chemical characteristics of the
nanomaterials proposed for implementation.
C o n t a c t
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“A Multiscale Dislocation
 MuDiLingo:
Language for Data-Driven Materials
Science”

ERC-STG - Starting GrantNov. 2017 to Oct. 2022
MuDiLingo is a starting ERC grant that has been awarded to Prof. Sandfeld (Univ. Freiberg) for 5
years. MuDiLingo aims at creating a universal software platform able both to capture dynamical
experimental images of moving dislocations (through in situ TEM essentially) and integrate the
extracted information in discrete and continuum dislocation models. In fine, dislocation dynamics,
experimental or modeled, could be expressed in a unique, compressed language, usable across
various fields of material science.
The CEMES is the only non-German partner of this project and is in charge of performing dedicated
in situ TEM experiments.
C o n t a c t
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 E-RHIS France, CEMES access provider
H2020-INFRADEV-2016-2 Fev. 2017 to Janv. 2020
From October 2017, CEMES is a new partner of E-RHIS France as an access provider of European
Research Infrastructure for Heritage Science (E-RIHS). This European research infrastructure aims
to provide answers to experimental problems related to the knowledge and conservation of
cultural and natural heritage materials in developing a transnational access to advanced analytical facilities and scientific archives. The CEMES contribution concerns preliminary studies, transmission electron microscopy investigation and sample preparation.
http://www.erihs.fr/
C o n t a c t
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CEMES members awards





Christine Viala
engineer expert in the molecular organic synthesis and coordination chemistry at CEMES since 1990 received the CNRS
Crystal award.

Christophe Gatel
who is senior lecturer at the University of Toulouse received
the CNRS Bronze medal for his researches on the development of Electron Holography for the local measurements of
electromagnetic fields.



Marc Legros



Peter Wiecha

received the 2017 Constellium Prize awarded by the French
Academy of Sciences for his researches on aluminum as a
model metal, particularly on its small-scale mechanical
behavior, but also on metal interconnects used by the microelectronics industry.

received the prizes “Paul Sabatier” in Physics and “C’Nano
2017” for Fundamental Research for the work he carried
out during his PhD entitled “Linear and nonlinear optical
properties of nano-structures”.
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CEMES history  “La Boule”:

Architectural Heritage
of the 20th century
“La Boule” of CEMES built in 1959 by the architect Camille
Montagné (1907-1961) has obtained the label “Architectural Heritage of the 20th century” of the Ministry of
Culture and Communication. This label identifies and
brings to the attention of the public those buildings and
urban complexes whose architectural interest justifies
transmitting them to future generations as integral elements of 20th century heritage.
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